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Mother Nature's Ecosystem Restoration Store

Help Planktos green your carbon footprint by replanting trees, cleansing skies, and reviving starving seas. The
Choice is Yours Today! There are many ways to lessen the CO2 in our skies, but doesn't rescuing the worst-hi
communities seem to be the most merciful, sane, and urgent thing to do?

Shrinking your carbon footprint with ecosystem restoration credits will help revive vital ecosystems, habitats, and
failing food chains worldwide. To begin cleansing the skies, greening the hills, and feeding the seas, select a
product type below.
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Carbon Footprints Stifle Life
Our carbon footprint is the sum of the carbon dioxide emissions from all our daily activities. The CO2 impact from
our vehicles, homes, and businesses is quickening global warming, dangerously acidifying the oceans, and
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starving the tiny marine plankton plants that produce half Earth's oxygen and feed all life in the sea.

Planktos Ecorestoration Heals
Planktos, Inc. creates climate forest parks and replenishes stricken plankton blooms to heal green ecosystems
and carbon cleanse the skies. Simply restoring the marine plankton we've killed off since 1980 could regenerate
tens of billions of tons of lost ocean nourishment for fisheries, birds, and whales. It can also sink and sequeste
billions of tons of CO2 each year, or about half of mankind's carbon spew today. Just as in new woodlands, this
CO2 disappears from the atmosphere for centuries or more, and can be traded as CO2 offsets to sustain the
rescue work.
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